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We will calculate (or, in some cases, bound) the global dimension of sub- 
rings of M,(R) having certain specified forms for an arbitrary ring R with 
1 # 0. These subrings are used to provide examples of rings of finite global 
dimension with certain properties. 
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for I, two-sided ideals of R. Such rings have been considered by Fields 
[Fl], Tarsy [Tl, T2], and V. A. Jategaonkar [J-VAl, J-VA2, J-VA31 
when R is a commutative discrete valuation ring or, in the case of [J- 
VA2], a commutative Noetherian domain of finite global dimension. 
Robson [RZ] has been able to compute the global dimension of certain 
rings which have particular tiled triangular rings as a homomorphic image. 
Using quite different methods, we extend a result Jategaonkar proved when 
R is a commutative Noetherian domain of finite global dimension [J-VA2, 
Theorem 3.61 to show that the arbitrarily triangularly tiled ring @ has 
finite right global dimension if and only if rgldim R < cc and 
rgldim(R/I, i+ ,) < a for i = l,..., n - 1 (Theorem 1.9). We calculate exactly 
the right global dimension of the tiled triangular ring 
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rgldim r=~upr~~~~~-r (rgldim R, rgldim(R/r”,) -I- I> (Theorem 1.6)~ 
also obtain bounds on the lgldim r (Theorem 1.8). In this setting, whe 
is a commutative Noetherian domain of finite global 
Jategaonkar [J-VA2, Theorem 3.51 proved that when I;= 1 
rgHdim r= rgldim R. One of the interesting features of the ~o~~ornrn~t~t~v~ 
case is that rgldim r can be greater than rg R. As we will illustrate 
provides a tool for creating prime rings of c utable finite global dim 
sion from triangular examples (where it i en easier to calculate 
global dimension). 
The ring r described above is both a right an left s~bidea~ize~ in 
M,,(R). In saying that a ring R is a right subideahz of A in S we mean 
is a subring of S, A is a right ideal of S, A is a two- 
= S. Robson [Rl, R2] and Goodearl [G] amo 
shown that there are circumstances under which the 
(or in some cases bounded) by knowing, rgldi 
-homological dimensions of simple factors of 
vides an example of a subidealizer, whose gio 
be exactly computed, in M,(R) for any ring R. Some cases when 
r= R I RR I 
has computable global dimension were detailed by obsom as examples of 
his idealizer theory [RI, Examples 7.1 and 7.83. 
When a ring I- is right hereditary, Sandomierski [S] has shown that ere 
is also right hereditary for any idempotent egr. There exist examples of 
Artinian rings I- with rgldim r= 2 and rgldim ere = zc for an idempotent 
eE I- [ENN, S]. We conclude the first section in Exa 
strutting for an arbitrary positive integer n > 2 a prime 
F with Krull dimension 1, gldim r= 2 having an i 
logical properties of R/I are to determine t 
properties of the ring 
it is necessary that R/I have global dimension at least as great as that of R. 
A technical device for accomplishing this involves a gene~a~izat~o~ of a 
result due to Eilenberg, Nagao, and Nakayama [ENN, Proposition 12 
R = T,,(k) is the ring of n by n lower triangular matrices over a field k 
N is the radical of R then gldim(R/N’) = n - 1, while R has global dimen- 
sion 1. In the second section (Lemma 2.1), we show that if R = T,(S 
ring of lower triangular matrices over a ring S and I is the ideal of 
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sisting of strictly lower triangular matrices then rgldim(R/1*) = rgldim(S) + 
IZ - 1. As it is well known that rgldim(R) = rgldim(S) + 1, it follows that 
rgldim = rgldim( S) + n for yt 3 2. 
Proposition 2.2 extends this result; if a given ring S of finite global dimen- 
sion is the homomorphic image of a prime ring T of finite global dimen- 
sion, then a prime ring Tc M2,J T) is described with rgldim r= 
sup(rgldim( T), rgldim(S) + n} (and similarly on the left). Hence by choos- 
ing n sufficiently large, rgldim(r) = rgldim(S) + n. Hence for a given ring S, 
when such a prime ring T exists, this construction produces a prime ring r 
of finite global dimension, with rgldim(r) = rgldim( S) + n and 
lgldim(r) = lgldim(S) + n. 
Fossum, Griffith, and Reiten [FGR, p. 74-7.51 constructed PI rings S so 
that lgldim S- rgldim S= m for any preassigned positive integer m > 2. 
The second section concludes by using the methods described above to 
provide such examples which, in addition, are prime (Example 2.6). 
The third section uses the results of the preceding sections to construct in 
Example 3.2 a prime PI affine ring of differing right and left global dimen- 
sions. By an affine ring we mean an algebra over a commutative field which 
is finitely generated as a ring over the field. 
The authors wish to thank Professors L. W. Small and .I. C. Robson for 
useful conversations regarding this work. 
I. TILED MATRIX RINGS 
In this section we compute and give bounds for the global dimensions of 
certain tiled traingular matrix rings. Throughout this section r will be a 
ring of the form 
r= 
R II2 Z13 . . . 
RR ... R 
where each I, is an ideal of the ring R. 
In calculating the global dimension of r, modules of a particular 
type will play an important role. Let A, 2 A, 2 ... 2 A, be a sequence 
of right R-modules such that AiIikc A, for i< k, k = 2,..., n. Let 
M= [A,, A*,..., A,] = A I 0 A, @ . . . @ A, as R-modules, writing elements 
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of M as row vectors; M can be considered a r-module 
tiplication. The symbol [AI,..., A,] will always denote 
LEMMA 1.1. If A is a right R-module, then hd,[A, A,..., A] =hd,A. 
ProoJ The proof is exactly the same as the proof that the homo~o~i~aI 
dimension of [A,..., A] over M,[R] is equal to the homological 
LEMMA 1.2. If A is a projective R-module, then M = IA,..,, A, AI, i+ 1 9...) 
Ail, ,, ] is r-projective. 
ProoJ: If A = R, then h4 is a direct summand of C hence tbe result is 
true if A is R-free. If A is a direct summand of a free R-module F, then 
a F-direct summand of the projective r-module [IF,..., 4;3 P;a, !+ I ,..., Fb, .]- 
The following lemma will be used in determining a lower bound for the 
global dimension of T’. Let e,,,i denote the usual matrix units; for j< t, 
e, E r. 
LEMMA 1.3. Consider the r-module M= [P, K, X3 ,..., X,,] where P is a 
projective R-module. Then hd.,,,,(P/K) < hd,M. 
Proof: The proof will be by induction on m = hd,[P, K, X3,..., X,]. lFor 
m = 0, we will prove the conclusion for M= [1 
[L) E Mom AM 0 and [ pz, k,, X,] where X, den 
x3,-9 &I, be r-projective coordinates for 
homomorphisms F, : P/K + R/I,, by F,(p + K) = 
where e=e,, in r. To show that the FE’s are well-defined it suffices to show 
that ef,( [k, O,..., 01) eEZ,2 for all kEK. Then 
f,( Kk L, 01) =.I2 [IO, k O,..., 01 e2, f = f,(P, k O,..., 01) e21. 
Let ,f,( [0, k, 0, . . . . 01) = (aij); note that ur2 E I,,. Then eS,( [k, 0, . . . . 01) e = 
eS,( [0, k, O,..., 01) e2, e = e(aii) e21 e = a12. Thus F, is well-defined. 
We claim that (F,) and { p1 + Kj are R/I,,-projective coordinates for 
P/K. Identify eTe with R and [P, K, X3,..., X,] e with P. Since ( fE> and 
{ [p,, k,, X,] > are r-projective coordinates for [P, K, A’,,..., X,], we have 
LP> On 01 = CCP,, km %I fi(Cp, O,..., 01) 
=C[P,, L %l(ef,(Cp, O,..., Ol)+ (1 -eJfJb> b., 01)) 
= C(CP,, o,..., 01 “fdIIP, o,..., 01 + [IO, k,, .%I f,~$TP, R..., ~1119 
where ([O, k,, X,] f,([p, 0 ,..., 01)) eEK since x3 ,...) x,, are contained in K. 
ence 
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= m, + K)(&(L-P, o,..., 01) e + I,,) 
=Cpaef,(Cp, O,..., 01) e + K 
= CCP,, k,, %I ef,(Cp, %-, 01) e + K 
= Cb,, O,..., 01 f,( CP, O,..., 01) e + K 
= (CP, O,..., 01 -CCQ k., %.I f,C[Ip, O,..., 01)) e + K (by the above) 
=p+K. 
Therefore P/K is R/f,,-projective. 
Inductively assume that whenever hd,[U, V, Y3,..., Y,] =s<m with U 
R-projective, then hd, ,,,* (U/V) <s. Suppose hd,[P, K, X, ,..., X,] =m. 
Consider a f-projective presentation of A4 
O---tker-Q&M-+0. 
Since M can be resolved using a direct sum of projective r-modules 
of the types given in Lemma 1.2, we may assume that Q is the 
form [Q,, Q2,..., Q,,] with Q, *a projective R-module. Since G is a 
r-homomorphism, o(q) eij = a(qe,,), and thus for each i we have an exact 
sequence of R-modules 
O+K,+Q;-M;+O, 
where Qj= Qe,, Ki= Ker e,i, etc. Hence we can write ker = [K,, K, ,..., K,,]. 
Since P is a projective R-module, the sequence 
O-+K, -+Q,+P+O 
splits, and hence K, is a projective R-module. Since M is not projective, 
hd, Ker = m - 1, and by the induction hypothesis hd.,,,,(K,/K,) <m - 1. 
The module Q is r-projective, so Q,/Q, is projective as an R/J,,-module. 
We have an exact sequence of R/I,,-modules 
O-,(Q2+K,)lQ2-,Q,/Q,-,Q,/(Qz+K,)(~P/K)-,O. 
Noting that Q2 n K, = K2, we have the following lattice diagram. 
Q2+K, 
/ \ 
Q2\ / K1 
K2 
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Hence (Q2 + K,)/Q2 z K,/K,. Thus the above exact sequence yields that 
h4,f,,w4 G m. 
The following proposition establishes a lower bound on the glo 
ension of I”. We define the global dimension of the zero-ring to be -1. 
e allow the possibility that any of the dimensions in the ~~e~~a~~ty of the 
following proposition might be infinite. 
~RQPOSITION 1.4. Let 
R I,, I,, ... 11, 
R R I,, I 2n 
RR ... 
Eke, rgldim r3 sup(rgldim R, rgldim(R/Ii, , + 1 ) + I>. 
Prooj The proof will be by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial. 
Inductively assume that the result is true for all such tiled matrix rings of 
size less than n. Let e = e22 + . . . + enn. Then ere is isomorphic to the 
(n - I) x (n - 1) tiled matrix ring 
and hence by induction rgldim ere 3 sup { rgldim , rg~d~m(R/~i, i+ :) + I j. 
By Harada [H ] rgldim r 3 rgldim eTe. 
Let R 3 KZ I,, be such that hd,,,,,(R/Kj = rg% 
M= CR, K, KI*3 + I,, )...) ICI,,, + IIn], then ME ennr is a ri 
which by Lemma 1.3 has hd,M 2 hd.,,,,(R/K) = rgldim 
rgldim r2 rgldim(R/I,,) + 1. 
We next consider a tiled triangular matrix ring of a s 
R I, I, ... 
P n-1 
R In-1 
RR ... 43 
for ideals I1 ZI,Z ... ~1,~~ of R. 
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As before we consider right r-modules of the type [Al,..., A,]. Of 
course, not every right r-module is isomorphic to a module of this type, 
but if M is an arbitrary r-module, M does have a homomorphic image 
which is of this type. Let ei= eji and let hi= e;,. We claim the map 
IT: M-t [Mh,, Mh, ,..., Mh,] is a r-module homomorphism onto a 
r-module of the type described above. Since mh,, , = m(e,, 1, i) h, E Mh,, we 
have Mh,, , E Mhi. Next note that for a E Ik-, and mh,E Mh,, 
mh,a = mhiella = mh,(aelk) h, E Mhk. Hence [Mhl,..., Mh,] is of the 
desired type. It is not hard to check that D is a r-homomorphism. Let 
J=C h,T= 
r R I, I, ..’ I,,-1 
the right ideal J is a two-sided ideal of r, J, is projective, and (ker 0) J = 0. 
For an arbitrary r-module M the exact sequence 0 -+ ker CJ + M-+” 
CMh I,..., Mh,,] + 0 and the fact that ker CT is a module over r/J will be 
useful in computing hd,M. 
LEMMA 1.5. hd,[A,, A, ,..., A,,] < sup,(rgldim R, rgldim(R/I,) + 1). 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
0 --f [A 1, A, ,..., A,,] + [A 1 ,..., A,] + Coker -+ 0. 
Let 
K= 
R I, I2 I3 ... InpI 
R I, I, I, In-1 
R R I2 I, In- 1 
R 1, 
. . 
R . . . R In-1 
be the ideal of r obtained from r by replacing the entry in the i, ith 
position by ii- ,; K is a two-sided ideal of r which is projective as a 
right ideal. Since (Coker) K= 0, Coker is a module over T/K. The ring 
T/K is isomorphic to (R/Z,) x (R/I,) x . . . x (R/In _ 1). Hence hd, Coker < 
sup{rgldim(R/I,)} + 1. By Lemma 1.1, hd,[A,,..., A,] =hd,Al, hence 
hd,CA,, h,..., A,] < sup{ rgldim R, rgldim( R/Ii) + 1 }. 
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TREQREM 1.6. Let 
R R ... R 
Then rgldim I- = sup 1 G i G n _ r ( rgldim R, rgldim( 
PvooJ: By Proposition 1.4 rgldim I-3 su 
(R/I;) + B >. To show the other inequality con 
O- ker G-----, MA [Mh,, 
As noted earlier, (ker a) J= 0. Since J= K” 
lemma), the factors of the filtration 
Os(kera)K’7-‘G(kero)K”-3z ... z(kero)Kzkera 
are all modules over T/K. Hence the homological dimension of each factor 
is less than or equal to sup{ rgldim(R/I,)} + 1. ~o~seque~t~y hd, ker CT 
sup(rgldim(R/Zj) + l}. By Lemma 1.5 hd,[Mh,,..., A4h,] d sup(rgldim 
rgldim(R/l?) + I}; h ence the same bound holds for hd,M. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let 
Then 
R I I ... I 
RR I I 
I-= : 
RR R k 
RR... R R 
and 
rgldim I- = sup(rgldim R, rg~d~m(R/~) + I> 
lgldim I-= sup{ lgldim R, lgldim(R/B) + I}. 
We next obtain bounds on the left global dimension of 
r= 
R I, I2 ... I+, 
R R 12 
R 
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THEOREM 1.8. 
sup { lgldim R, lgldim( R/Zi) + 1 > d lgldim r 
< 1 < ;y; _ 1 { lgldim R, lgldim( R/Z,) + n - k}. 
. . 
Proof. We begin by noting that r is both a right and a left subidealizer 
in S = M,(R); it is a left subidealizer at the left ideal 
and a right subidealizer at the right ideal 
Thus by [R2] for any left S-module, hd( sM) = hd( .M). Note that S is a 
projective r-module. 
We note that the lower bound holds by Proposition 1.4. The proof of the 
upper bound is by induction on ~1, the case n = 1 being trivial and case 
n = 2 by above. 
Consider the exact sequence 0 + r + S + S/T+ 0 and let M be an 
arbitrary left r-module. The long exact sequence of Tor gives 
0 = Tori(S, M) + Tor:(S/T, M) + rOrM -+ SOrM -+ (S/r) OrM -+ 0. 
Let A? be the image of T@,M in S@,M. We obtain two exact sequences 
of left r-modules 
and 
0 + Tor;( (S/r), M) --f M -+ &!l-+ 0. (2) 
In sequence (l), hd,(S@,M) = hd,(S@,M) < gldim R. Since (S/R) arM 
is a left module over T/B and B is a projective left r-module we have 
hd,((S/T)@,M) d lgldim(r/B) + 1. 
Therefore hd(M) d sup(gldim R, gldim(r/B) + 1). In sequence (2), 
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Torh( (S/T), M) is a left module over T/B; hence hd~(To~~(( S/T), 
lgldim(r/B) + 1. Therefore since A4 is arbitrary, 
lgldim r < sup{ lgldim R, lgldim(r/B) -t 11. 
Furthermore 
a ring to which the induction hypothesis applies. Hence lgldim r< 
sup(lgldimR, sup{lgldim(R/I,-,), lgldim(R/d,)+rz--1 -k)+l) giving 
the desired result. 
We now obtain an upper bound on a general tiled triangular ring. 
THEOREM 1.9. Let 
R I,, ... I,, 
sup { rgldim (R), rgldim( R/I, i+ i ) + 1 > d rgldim r < sup (rgldim( 
rgldim(R/I,,~,~,,)+l)+n-2+~~~~rgldim(R/Zj,j+,). Hence rgldimr<cc 
ifandonly~~rgldim(R/Ij,i+,)<cofori=l ,..., M-1 andrgldimR<o=. 
ProoJ: The lower bound follows from Proposition 1.4. The proof of the 
upper bound is by induction on n; the case n = 2 follows by Theorem 1.6. 
Inductively assume the upper bound for matrix rings of smaller size. 
Let U be an arbitrary right ideal of C We can write Uz [Ui ,..., 
where Uiz Ue,,. Let e=e,,+ .‘. +enn. The induction hypothesis ap 
to 
R 
. . . I n--l,?? 
. . R 
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and hence rgldim(eZe) < sup{rgldim(R), rgldim(R/Z, ~ 1, .) + 1 } + n - 3 + 
cr:,’ rgldim(R/Z, i+ 1). Consider the exact sequence of right Z modules, 
O-+ [U,, U,, U, ,..., U,] -+ [U,, U2 ,..., U,]-+coker+O. 
Let 
J= 
I,, 113 ... ZIP? 
be the two-sided ideal of Z obtained from Z by replacing the R in the 
1, 1 position by the ideal I,,; note that T/J% R/I,, Since coker is a 
module over r/J, hd,(coker) < hd,(J) + 1 + rgldim(R/Z,,). Clearly 
hd,(J) = hd,CI,,, I,,, 113,..., I,,,]. Note that [I,,, 112, 113,..., Z,,l = 
CI12, 113,..., Ilrll Oc,rcd er. Hence by [HI, hd,CI,,, I,,, I13,..., Z1,,l = 
hd,, [I,,, Zr3,..., Zli,]. Therefore hd,(coker) d (rgldim(eZe) - 1) + 1 + 
rgldim(R/Z,,). Similarly hd,[ U’, Ii, ,..., U,,] = hd,,[ U?, U, ,..., U,,]. Since 
cu,, uj3,..., U,,] is a submodule of a projective efe-module M,,(R) e, 
hd,CU,, Uz,..., U,,] < rgldim(eZe) - 1. Therefore hd,( U) 6 rgldim(eZe) + 
rgldim( R/Z,,) and hence rgldim Z d rgldim(eZe) + rgldim( R/Z,,) + 1, giving 
the result. 
In the case that R is a commutative Noetherian domain of finite global 
dimension, Theorem 1.9 reduces to the following result of Jategaonkar. 
COROLLARY 1.10. [J-VA2, Theorem 3.61. Let R be a commutative 
Noetherian domain of global dimension d < co. Then a triangular tiled order 
r in M,(R) has finite global dimension if and only if gldim T< (n - 1) d. 
Proof. When R is a commutative Noetherian domain of finite global 
dimension d < co, if gldim(R/Z) < co then gldim(R/Z) d d- 1, and hence the 
inequality in the preceding proposition reduces to gldim Z< d + (n - 2) + 
(n-2)(d-l)=(n-1)d. 
We note that in [J-VA2, Proposition 3.81 an example is given of ideals 
Zii in any regular local ring R of global dimension 2 so that a particular 
triangular tiled order in M,(R) has gldim Z= 2(n - 1 ), and hence the 
upper bound above can be attained. 
EXAMPLE 1.11. To illustrate these constructions, consider the subring of 
Mnv3 
R= 
and the ideals 
22 22 ‘.. 22 
z 22 ..’ 22 
. 
22 
Z . . . z 22 
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z 22 .‘. 22 
z z 
z 22 







z . . . 
. . 22 
22 
z 22 22 
I  
we have gldim R = 1, R/J% T,,(Z,)/N*, so that gldim(R/J) = YE - 1. r~~~~l~w~ 
that r= [i A] 1s a N th oe erian prime PI ring of Krull dimension 1 and global 
dimension n. 
The following result follows from Theorem 1.9. 
PROPOSITION 1.12. Let 
for I, J two-sided ideals of R, I2 c J c I. Then rgldim r < sup(rgldim 
rgldim(R/I) + 1 } + 1 + rgldim(R/I). 
We note that when R is a commutative discrete valuation ring, I is the 
maximal ideal of R and J= I*, Tarsy [Tl, Theorem 10 or 1 I] showed that 
rgldim F= 2; hence the upper bound above can be assumed. 
EXAMPLE 1.13. Applying the preceding proposition to the ring R and the 
ideal I of Example 1.11, we have 
1 





and gldim(ere) = n. 
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Thus, even for a Noetherian prime PI ring of Krull dimension 1 and global 
dimension 2, there is no bound on gldim(ere), even when these are finite. 
II. BUILDING PRIME RINGS 
In this section we will generalize a result of Eilenberg et al. [ENN, 
Proposition 121 which we will then use to reduce the problem of finding a 
prime PI affine ring of differing right and left global dimensions to finding 
an afline PI ring of differing dimensions, which is a homomorphic image of 
a prime PI affine ring of finite global dimension, where the kernel of the 
homomorphism is finitely generated as a two-sided ideal. 
Throughout this section let S be an arbitrary ring, T, be the ring of 
lower triangular m x m matrices over S, L be the ideal of strictly lower 
triangular m x m matrices over S, and W,, = T,/L’. If a E T,, we will 
denote the coset a + L2 by a*; every coset of W,,, has a unique bidiagonal 




rgldim W, = rgldim S + m - 1 
and 
lgldim W, = lgldim S + m - 1. 
ProoJ: We will prove rgldim W, < rgldim S + m - 1 by induction on m. 
The case m = 1 being trivial, inductively assume that the result is true for 
size m - 1 by m - 1 (or smaller). Let n = rgldim S. 
The ring W, z [i w,“_, 1. By Field’s results [F2, Corollary S] 
rgldim W,<sup{rgldim W,+, +rhd,S+ 1, rgldim S} 6n+m- 1. 
Let I be a right ideal of S with rhd,Z=n- 1. Then I 0 ... 0* 
0 hd, . 0 i. 1 =n-1. 0 . ..o 
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For a right ideal P of S let N,.(I) be the right ideal of Tm, Nk(l) = [S,..,, S, 
I, Q,..., 0] obtained by taking the h-th row of T,?, and restricting the diagonal 
elements to elements of I. For a right S-module U let M,(U) = [U, U,..., U, 
0 )..., O] = ((u I,.‘., u,,,): UiE u, u/=0 for j>k). ate that fm k> 3 
k(U) L’ = Me2( Cl); by M,(V) we mean 0. It is not hard to see that 
hd,,,,,lN,(P)* = n since hdC; ;] [i “,I = YE. 
We will next prove that hdMT,,,Nh(Z)* = n + h- - 2. The proof is by induc- 
tion on ic; the cases k = 1, 2 having been done, take k b 3. 
Le?O+K-,Q+” I-, 0 be a short exact s uence of S-modules with Q 
S-projective. Consider the exact sequence of 
qa*, h”) = c?( sl )...) Sk-, ) 0 )...) 0) + Mk- j(S), 
(cl1 “..> qk, o,..., Q) + Mk 2( 
Note that ker6= {((st,.~.,sket, 0, . . . . 0) + M,- 3(s), (4, ,...> qkr OY, 0) + 
&III--?(Q)): q,eK and a(qkp,)=sk-,). Consider t e following iv,- 
submodule of ker i: 
A = ((a*, b*) E ker 6: qkp 1 E K (this implies skP, =(I)>. 
We have the following exact sequence of ~,~,-modules 
03Mk~2(S)/11/Jk~3(S)~Nk~l(S)fMk~3(S)-,lkrk -,(1)/M, z(s)-*o. 
(**I 
%t can be checked that CA is well defined, onto, an 
A “N IW..~(S)/M~-~(S) 0 Mk(K)/A4-2(K) under th W,-map that MXA 
(a+, h’) to (a*, (0 ,.,.) 0, q&l, qk, 0 )‘..) O)i-Mk- l?(K)). One can check that 
wa,~k(S)/‘~k--1(9‘)=k-l and hd~~~,(~k(u~/~k-~(u 
rice hdWmA=sup(k-3,n-22). By induction hdWmNN,_,(Bj 
II + k - 3 and hd W,(Mk _ ,(S)/M, _ 3(S)) = k - 4; therefore (**) shows that 
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hd,(N,- ~(Z)/ZVZ~-~(S)) = n + k - 3 (n > 1). Considering the exact 
sequence of W,,,-modules 
and the long exact sequence of Ext yields hd ,mker 8 = hd w,NkP r(Z)/ 
Mk _ *(S) = n + k - 3 provided n 3 2. Since Mk-l(S)/Mk-JS)O 
Mk( Q)/M, _ 2(Q) is W,-projective, sequence (*) shows that hd ,N,(Z)* = 
PI + k - 2 for n 2 2. By considering the right ideal N,(Z)*, we have that 
rgldim W 3 n + m - 1, and hence we have equality (n > 2). 
Since W,,,(S[ t] ) z W,,,(S)[ t], the restriction that y1 be greater than or 
equal to 2 can be removed. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let T be a ring and Z be an ideal of T. Let Z be the 
subring of M,,( T) 
T Z ..’ Z 
TT Z Z 









. . . 
having Z on the diagonal and subdiagonal, and let CD be the ring @ = [F $1. 
Then 
(1) rgldim @ = sup { rgldim T, rgldim ( T/Z) + n } and lgldim @ = 
sup { lgldim T, lgldim( T/Z) + n f . 
(2) If T is prime and I is nonzero, then @ is prime. 
(3) IfTisPZsoisQ. 
(4) If T is right Noetherian, then so is @. 
(5) Zf T is affine and I is finitely generated as a two-sided ideal, then @ 
is affine. 
(6) If rgldim(T/Z) #lgldim(T/Z), then for n sufficiently large, 
rgldim @ # lgldim @. 
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ProoJ: The results follow easily from Corollary 1.7 and 
since r/L zz T,,lL2 for S = T/I. 
This result will be used in the next section to produce a prime, affine 
ring of differing right and left global dimensions. As a simple illustratio 
this proposition, we next use it to construct prime PI (but not affine) r 
of differing right and left global dimensions. First we need the fo~~Qwi~~ 
result of Small [Sm3]. 
LEMMA 2.3 If R is a left subidealizer in a ring T of a left ideal 0s 2- 
then 
Igldim(R) d sup{lgldim( T), Igldim(R/iW) + bd,(Rl 
In particular, iJ‘ T and R/M both have finite left global dimension, so does 
The arguments of [G, Theorem 2.101 can be used to rove the following 
result. 
LEMMA 2.4. If R is a left subidealizer in T of a left ideal 
rgldim R 6 rgldim T + rgldim(R/M) + 1. In particular, if T a 
have,finite right global dimension, so does R. 
then 
both 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let R be a commutative discrete vai~ation ring with 
quotient field K, let T= [ R ~$~‘~ ~~~~~] and let I be the two-sided ideal of T 
I= [ .;$j -$[;“j]. Then T/I% [E i] which has rg~d~m(T/~) = 2 and 
Igldim( T/I) = 1. Since 
T has the same right and left global dimensions. As T is a right subidea~ize~ 
in M,(K[x]), it follows from Lemma 2.3 that rgldim T< 3. 
ing n = 3 in Proposition 2.2, we can construct a prime 
rgldim CD = 5 and lgldim @ = 4; the ring @ is a subring of M,,(M[.x]) and 
has the same PI degree as M,,(K[x]). 
The results of this section can be used to easily produce prime PI rings r 
with lgldim r-- rgldim I-= m for any preassigned positive integer m 3 2. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Following the Fossum, Griffith, and Reiten ~Q~st~~ct~o~, 
let S be a commutative Noetherian integral domain of sufficient cardinality 
such that its field of quotients Q has 2 < hd,Q = gldim S= n < CD (see 
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Osofsky [0, Corollary 6.81). Let R = Q[x,,..., x,,- 1] be the polynomial ring 
in m - 1 commuting indeterminates with 1 <m - 1 <n. The ring I= [g :] 
has lgldim r-rgldim I=m [FGR, p. 741. Let T= [:[:I siR$fl,] where 
R[ t] is the polynomial ring over R in the commuting indeterminate t. Then T 
is a left subidealizer in M2( T[ t] ) of the left ideal [ g[j ig[$j]; hence by Lem- 
mas 2.3 and 2.4 T has finite right and left global dimensions. Let I be the two- 
sided ideal of T, I= [IfRL1 :g[ij], where M= (t, x ,,..., x,,_ ,) is the maximal 
ideal of R[t] generated by (t, x1 ,..., x,_ 1 }. Then T/I% [G !]. Thus by 
choosing sufficiently large matrices, Proposition 2.2 guarantees the existence 
of a prime PI ring of left global dimension k + n + m and right global dimen- 
sion k + n. 
III. AN AFFINE EXAMPLE 
In this section we will use the results of the previous sections to construct 
an affine prime PI ring with differing right and left global dimensions. 
Auslander [A] showed that for right and left Noetherian rings the right 
and left global dimensions are equal; elsewhere we have shown [KK] that 
affine PI right hereditary rings are left hereditary. Kaplansky [K] gave the 
first example of a ring with differing global dimensions; other examples 
were given by Small [Sml, Sm2]. Jategaonkar [J-AV] has shown for all 
m, n, 1 <m <n < 00 there is a left Noetherian ring R with lgldim R = m, 
and rgldim R = n; as mentioned in the preceding section, Fossum, Griffith, 
and Reiten [FGR] produced PI rings whose right and left global dimen- 
sion differ by any preassigned integer greater than or equal to 2. We 
first note that since affine rings are countable dimension vector spaces 
over a field, the right and left dimensions of an afline ring can differ by 
at most 1 [Je]. 
The constructions [Sml, Sm2, FGR] are based on triangular matrix 
rings; our present construction is as well. By the results of the previous sec- 
tions, it suffices to produce an affine PI ring A of differing right and left 
global dimensions, an affine prime PI ring r of finite right and left global 
dimensions with two-sided ideal L, with L finitely generated as a two-sided 
ideal of r, and I/L z A. To construct A we use the following lemma, which 
is an immediate consequence of Corollaire to Theoreme 1 [PR]. 
LEMMA 3.1. The ring A = [t y] with RMS a bimodule and gldim S= 0 
has lgldim A = sup(lgldim R, hd,M + 1 > and rgldim A = sup { rgldim R, 
wd,M+ l}. 
The ring A is now easily constructed. Let R = Ckvl :[2;1ij] and 
N=[ t ‘[‘,,j-‘]] for any field k; it is not difficult to show that R ‘is an affine 
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ring of rgldim R = lgldim R = 2, N is a two-si 
and wd,N=O. Let 
then A is an affine PI ring with rgldim A = 2 and lgldi 
EXAMPLE 3.2. l-0 construct an affine prime PI ring r of finite glo 
dimension having A as a homomorphic image, we begin by defining sue 
ring T mapping onto R. Let S= k[x, xpl, tj and T= [krC&+r+rS s]i. 
T is an affine prime PI ring, and by Lemma 2.3, Igldim T< 3 (it 
shown by other methods that lgldim T= 2). Since in M 
[h (j] = [kCri+lSfiS tc], lgldim T= rgldi 
ideal of T with T/I%R; it is easy 
as a two-sided ideal of T. Furthermore J= 1:; 21 is a finitely 





one can check that C is an aftine, prime (it contains M4(b2S), an essential 
ideal of M4(S)) PI ring. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 show that 
and left global dimensions, since it is a right subideatizer 
U=[ & $1 in M,(T) an c/U and M,(T) both have finite right d 
global dimensions. Let K= [ I> $1; it is easily c ecked that K is a two- 
sided ideal of C and C/K M A. We would done if K is finnely 
as a two-sided ideal of C, but it is not. owever, the only p 
generating K is producing all of S in the first r 
K; the matrix unit e14 generates only k[x] + tS. 
follows. Consider the ring Q = [y F] 2 C; it is not 
an affine prime PI ring; since both T and T/P% 
sions, so does Sz by Corollary 1.7. Furthermore, 
=KD is finitely generated as a bimodule. 
I-=[ g $1; it is eas il checked that r is an a y 
finite global dimensions because it is a right subidealizer of k. = [,” ,“I in 
IV,(Q), a ring of finite global dimensions, and r/‘lk z Kc22 A. The ring r9 
a subring of Mx(S), may itself have differing right a left global dimen- 
sions, but Proposition 2.2 guarantees the existence of an a 
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